Lessons Learned from Popular Culture – Tim Delaney 2016-06-26 Informative and entertaining introduction to the study of popular culture. As the “culture of the people,” popular culture provides a sense of identity that binds individuals and gives them a greater sense of belonging to the larger historical community. Tim Delaney's lessons and examples of popular culture, in contrast to folk or high culture, gives individuals an opportunity to impact, modify, or even challenge dominant culture sentiment and beliefs.

Understanding Cultural Popular Culture - Stevan L. Kaplan 1984

The Language of Pop Culture - Valentine Warner 2018-01-17 This collection brings together contributions from both leading and emerging scholars in one comprehensive volume to showcase the richness of linguistic approaches to the study of mass communication and the popular culture. The book includes essays from leading scholars in the field, as well as new voices.

Perspectives on Popular Culture - Andrew H. Ferris 2010-10-18 The perspectives on popular culture contains new writings from many important scholars as well as the classics of the field. Contributors explore new and emerging ways to approach popular culture - from case studies to emerging theories - as they examine how popular culture, media, and communication influence our everyday lives.

Understanding Pop Culture - Stephanie Condon 2010-06-10 The understanding of pop culture book provides a fresh and engaging introduction to the field of popular culture studies. From movies and television to music and advertising, the contributors explore the cultural and social relevance of popular culture in our everyday lives.
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The Language of Pop Culture - Valentine Warner 2018-01-17 This collection brings together contributions from both leading and emerging scholars in one comprehensive volume to showcase the richness of linguistic approaches to the study of mass communication and the popular culture. The book includes essays from leading scholars in the field, as well as new voices.